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BE UNLIKE MIKE
If you really want to be a superstar sales manager, stop trying to
do everything. Shane Decker shows you how to share the load.
tried to be the “Michael
Jordan” of your business? You probably found
that, unlike basketball, no retail operation can
be successful if it depends upon one person
who tries to do everything. The more you try
to juggle, the more balls you drop (even Jordan
found this out when he tried to act as both
player and President of Basketball Operations
for the Washington Wizards).
If you are the owner of your business, your
appointed role is that of entrepreneur —thinking about how to grow your company, ensuring
its financial health, guiding its marketing, buying its merchandise. In short, working on your
business, not in it. On the other hand, if you
are the sales manager, your job involves scheduling employees, handling conflict, maintaining accountability, ensuring the sales floor
looks sharp, and when necessary, stepping in

HAVE YOU EVER

to save a sale if your team member is losing it.
If you do a great job of working in the business, you free up your store owner to work on
big-picture goals. Either of these jobs will
keep you busier than a one-eyed cat watching
two mouseholes, so why should you take on
more by doing someone else’s job?
A great sales manager, like a great store
owner, must learn to delegate. Most sales managers are “do-ers” — they don’t like to sit back
and watch someone else do a job that they
could do better. Problem is, this means that
what the sales manager was supposed to be
doing isn’t getting done at all. Learn how to
assign tasks to the proper personalities on
your staff, and be patient while they grow.
To help aid team members in their development, you should be conducting four different
types of sales meetings every month:

1.) How to sell. This is Sales Training 101,
which teaches the anatomy of the sale, from
the opening line to the close (which is a
process, not an ending). So many sales managers try to teach their people how to sell the
way they themselves do, which can only result
in underachievement. Instead, show your
team members how to sell profile-correct,
using their own selling style. You’ll also need to
teach your staff how to handle objections (the
biggest weakness in the industry), as well as
how to sell company benefits such as warranties and service.
2.) GIA knowledge. No matter what product you sell, you have to know far more about
it than your customer. Diamonds, gemstones,
and rare metals are no exception.
3.) Product knowledge. Beyond simply
knowing about the materials used to make the
jewelry, a strong salesperson needs to be wellversed on every vendor and every product featured in your showcases. Furthermore, they
need to know what is in the catalog, and how
long it will take to order.
4.) Store procedure. Every month, you
should go over the policies and procedures
Please see UNLIKE on Page 59

TIPSHEET
FOUR FRESH IDEAS TO BETTER YOUR BUSINESS

1.

One website

2.

you’ve got to see

Negotiating tip:
Forget the

3.

Your biggest sale of the
year is here, and you want

4.

Keep your advertising
focused. Take Coca-

— A9.com, the new

stone face. When a

to make sure that you’re jam-

Cola, for instance. The company

search engine from the

customer balks at your

packed with customers. You’ve

owns nearly 80 different brands

folks who brought you

price or asks for a dis-

spent big on advertising and

of soft drinks, but they’ve never

Amazon.com. The web-

count, go ahead and

done heavy direct mailing. What

run an advertisement for all of

site includes a virtual

cringe visibly. The

else can you do? On the day of

them with some catch-all claim

“Yellow Pages” — including

flinch will often put your oppo-

the sale, hire people to wear

pictures of each business (taken

site member on the defensive

sandwich boards promoting the

automatically by vans equipped

and force him or her to try to

sale in big red letters. (“50%

with cameras). Not all areas are

justify the request or offer a

Off! Today Only!”)

available yet, but just give them

concession. Don’t overdo it,

Have them stand

time. Enter the search jewelry

though: you’re not supposed to

at major intersec-

and then your zipcode to see if

appear terrified, merely sur-

tions within a

you’re online. You can then add

prised.

one-mile radius of

comments about your business.

your store.

like “Bubbly, sugar-based liquids in a variety of different tastes for all your
thirst needs”. If you feel you
have three important
things that you
absolutely have to
say ... well, then
just buy three ads.
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UNLIKE
Continued from Page 53
that ensure an awesome experience for your customers. I call this
“flawless execution of the basics,” which includes the crucial first
30 seconds for each customer, how to ensure that
no salesperson is “stranded” on the floor alone,
as well as the little things such as filling out
sales receipts and repair envelopes. You will
also want to regularly ask your team members
which high-ticket item they will show to
every customer that day, and identify
the “team seller” for the week to
help assist with sales.
Don’t administer “sales beatings”. No one is motivated when you
point out people’s mistakes, and it
will cost you sales. And don’t waste
time talking about what is being
advertised. Your time is far better spent
on role-playing (such as practicing the Even MJ couldn’t do
T.O.), and the most effective role-playing is it all: don’t you try to
do it all either.
done with paying customers.
You don’t have to be Michael Jordan —
even Jordan himself could only juggle so many balls. Being a superstar sales manager means cultivating greatness in your people,
properly delegating tasks, and then hanging around just close
enough to step in when absolutely needed. When you let your people play the game while you coach from the sidelines, you’ll get far
more accomplished, breed far more loyalty, and achieve far greater
results than you ever dreamed possible!
Shane Decker has provided much sought-after sales training for more than
3,0o0 stores worldwide. He can be reached at (866) 424-2472.

BRAINSTORMS
NEW IDEAS FOR YOUR STORE

Want happier employees? Then do whatever you can to
make their lives easier. One way to do that:

Bring personal services in-house.
Take dry-cleaning, for one example. It’s a pain-in-the-butt
weekly chore for many. But what if you asked your local dry
cleaner to do twice-weekly pick-ups at your store for all your
employees. Other services to consider offering: film processing, auto maintenance (oil changes, tune-ups), manicures ...
SOURCE:
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Author, Get Weird
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